ESG PLAYBOOK

NCSOFT SUSTAINABILITY REPORT

NCSOFT’s First Sustainability Report
NCSOFT aspires to create a future where everyone is connected by joy.
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“ NCSOFT
ceaselessly pushes ahead,
continuing on its journey
of growth.”

Dear Stakeholders,
As the CEO of NCSOFT, it is my great pleasure
sustainability report.
Since our inception back in 1997, all of us at
NCSOFT have weathered a myriad of storms
and have continued to rise up to new challenges
to progress this far. Throughout it all, we have
transparent

and

responsible

governance,

improving shareholder value and protecting
shareholder rights and interests, and creating
social value along the way. Going forward, we will
advance sustainability management in the best
possible way to our fullest capacity, and remain
focused on giving back to society in a genuine way
while elevating our corporate value.
and encouragement in our journey ahead.
Best regards,
CEO
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Company Overview
Name of
company

Who We Are
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Ushering in a brand new future where all are connected by joy,
NC aspires to assist in the creation of a new frontier where truly
impressive experiences await. NC will persevere in making this
dream a reality.

Global Network

NCSOFT Corporation

Name of Corperation

Location

Date of
Establishment

Establishment

CEO

NC Japan KK

Tokyo, Japan

NC Taiwan Co., Ltd.

Taipei, Taiwan

Employees

Sep. 2001

151 persons

Main Business

development
development
development

Jan. 2020
NC Europe, Ltd.

Core Value
Integrity

418 persons

the U.S.

Type of
business

Total
Employees

Passion

Province, Korea

Never-ending
challenge
NCSOFT Service

Busan City, Korea

Jul. 2004

10 persons

Oct. 1996

90 persons

Apr. 2009

151 persons

Call center service

Apr. 2011

69 persons

Professional baseball

Software development,
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What We Create

Ever since we set the gold standard for games in Korea back in 1998 by releasing the
of IP and content, including but not limited to AION, Blade & Soul, Guild Wars and
UNIVERSE, to deliver joy beyond the borders of Korea and into the hands of players
all around the world.

PC · Console Games

Mobile Games · Services

Cultural Contents

Lineage

Lineage 2

Guild Wars 2

Lineage M

Lineage2M

UNIVERSE

AION

Blade & Soul

FUSER

Pro Baseball H3

PURPLE

BUFFTOON

Overview of NC
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PUSH, Beyond
NC never rests on past successes,
Because we always PUSH to exceed our own expectations.

Became the 1st
boundary of PC and mobile platforms
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PLAY, Imagine
NC creates new worlds with limitless possibilities,
Because We believe PLAY can unleash people’s imaginations.

Launched Trickster M, the start of an endless wave of adventure
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Value and
Future of the
Games Industry
tion shift concerning gaming all while boosting
the overall quantitative growth of the games
industry. In March 2020, the World Health Or
ganization proposed the ‘#PlayApartTogether’
campaign to promote social distancing through
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1.
Disseminating the
value for the humanities as a cultural and
arts genre in its own
right
arts under the Culture and Arts Promotion Act

2.
Generating positive
socialization experiences and educationplayers

the positive values that the games industry can
bring.

3.
Delivering Digital
es or improve health, just as conventional medications do. At the Consumer Electronics Show

, which demonstrates the posi

Overview of NC

PLAY for Sustainability

market growth and emerged as a key pillar of national eco
nomic development for its contribution to job creation.
The global games market is forecasted to reach USD 159.3
billion (nearly KRW 193 trillion) in 2020, up by 9.3% from the
previous year , and the Korean games market is estimated at
KRW 17 trillion, up by 9.2% from the previous year .
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4.
Creating economic
impact

ation.
Games Industry’s Trade Surplus in 2019

USD

Share of Total Trade Surplus

16 %

6.36 billion in total

more, we have hired nearly 650 employees every year for the past three years to contribute to job
creation.
Job Increase Rates

39.1%
2.5%
Games industry

Total

02

AION

PUSH
for a Better Future
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A Reliable Global Service Environment

28

Leading Technology Development and Ethical Values
Creating Opportunity for Future Generations
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Chairperson Message - ESG Steering Committee
Dear Stakeholders,
In my capacity as the Chairperson of the NCSOFT ESG
greetings to our shareholders, investors, users, partners,
and all NCSOFT employees for your steadfast encourage
ment and support on this occasion of publishing our very

As you may already know all too well, NCSOFT is a com
pany that aspires towards a new world connected by joy.
selves to advancing sustainability management under
best possible outcome’.
We have set an industry standard by creating and operat

We have proactively introduced systems that provide

nized as we were honored with the Presidential Citation
for our contributions to equal employment by the Minis
try of Employment and Labor in 2021.
In 2012, we founded the NC Cultural Foundation to sup
derprivileged protect the environmental ecosystem and
conduct research on AI ethics, generating a wide range
of values to drive the qualitative evolution of our society.
To transparently share such endeavors and their result
ing achievements and to develop more systemic action

nizations in March 2021.
professional and independent operation of the BOD and
establish transparent governance in so doing.
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“NCSOFT aspires to take a shared initiative in
earnestly attaining the best possible outcome.”
In preparing for our first sustainability report, we did not simply identify our ‘good and obvious
points’ for the sake of increasing our ESG ratings; rather, we applied even more stringent standards
in auditing ourselves to discover any unconsciously overlooked harbingers and searched for
‘solutions that could be implemented in a genuine and sincere way’.
Chairperson

At NCSOFT, we will do our utmost to reduce any and all animosity and/or
prejudice that could possibly arise inside or outside the content we create
while embracing even greater social diversity.

CSO

We aim to advance our global personal data protection management system
and go the extra mile to ensure that all our users can enjoy our content in a safe
COO
We will not neglect our corporate social responsibility that will be required
even more in the upcoming digital era. This will go to make doubly sure that
ethical considerations forever play an integral part of our AI research and other
technology development endeavors.

: ESG Management Division

Mandate

underprivileged among us so that we may all seize the opportunities that bring
Operational cycle

free environment.
count on your appreciated presence in our journey towards a new world connected by joy.
Sincerely,

Yoon Song-Yee

CHRO

CFO
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A Healthy Corporate Culture,
Unbiased Joy
NC Diversity/Inclusion Framework

‘Diversity and Inclusion’ represents
NC’s distinctive sustainability man
agement strategy to create a sound
corporate culture and an unbiased
environment where all can freely
access joy.

Mission

A world where everyone is connected by joy

Vision

A corporate culture that enables individual
employees to share and unleash their

universally understand

potential without constraints
Key Value

Embrace and promote the
diverse competencies and

diversity within content and service

experiences of employees

We vow to respect and embrace the
diversity of our employees in terms
of their competency, gender, age,
knowledge and background.

Provide opportunities to interpret and
implement the diverse competencies and

This will enable us to produce con
tent that is universally understood
and foster a world in which joy con
nects us all.

competency, knowledge, experience,

gender, age, race and/or physical ability)
and cultural diversity (in language,
dress, tradition, and/or moral norms)
and eliminate any animosity or bias

potential’ and ‘collaborative synergy’.
intellectual property and content
Areas

NC People

NC Contents
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NC aims to build an inclusive corporate culture that promotes shared growth. To this
provide an environment where like-minded individuals can come together to chal-

Major Issues Discussed in 2020

Apr.

Nov.

issues and develop solutions for improvements.

cerns while the CEO comments on how such issues could potentially
impact business at NC.

ment in respective specialty areas
in 2020
work environment accommo
system

their input in the operations of our corporate system.
Issue

Improvement

support

centers

Construct a new daycare center
in 2022
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A Sound Corporate Culture
Communication
Collaborative Sharing of Knowledge among Employees
Knowledge and Information Sharing Service

Development Driven by Sharing and Communication

voluntarily helps employees understand and support the diverse

Nanowiki Service Screenshot

Company-Wide Learning Channel

a monthly basis across the board. This also helps employees share
Online Conference Sessions

further elaborate upon the details of various work areas.
NC { } DAY

a platform of content culture for all.
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Boosting Solidarity and a Sense of Community and Sharing a Variety of Joyful Experience among Colleagues
Endorphin Program

NC Culture Class

enhearten each other.

Gallery NC
employees at the workplace to help employees freely share
their creative and artistic sensibilities.
video art created by our employees, Gallery NC serves to help

owned intellectual properties to increase the breath of cultural

NC Culture Class

19
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NC Vietnam Visual Studio
Speak Up D&I Survey
ture.

pensation and diversity in leadership and employment on the com

as a robust talent pipeline.

Major Activities at NC West Holdings in 2020

Major Activities at NC Vietnam Visual Studio in 2020
Improving
solidarity
and a sense
of community among
colleagues

Organizational
Assessment
D&I Training

house female artists
employment diversity that are of particular interest to its employ
ees.

issues for 40 leaders
employees in leadership positions

, and unconscious bias

their daily lives

Awareness
Improvement

racial issues, diversity and inclusion

Building
partnerships
with learning
institutions
to deliver
value for
employees

pertise

Operating
open communication
channels

on their satisfaction with the company, share
feedback
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Realizing Their
Potential
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NC provides a wide array of career development programs to assist employees in rising
to new challenges suitable to their individual needs and fully unleash their potential in
so doing. In addition, consultative groups are operated for respective job categories to
consistently improve our job system by creating new positions, while consolidating ex-

NC’s Distinctive Job Description System Job#

Internal Career Development Opportunity

Our distinctive Job# system allows employees to present their work,

were launched to enhance the utility of this system in its early phase
and to build an environment to promote its adoption, which led to

Internal Job Postings
Any department with open positions may post internal job vacancies, and
any employee may apply for such vacant positions and rotate between
Ratio of female employees in positions of team
leader or higher
Increased from 15.4% in 2017 to 20.0% in 2020

Category

Unit

Postings

No. of cases

Applicants

No. of persons

Successful
Applicants

No. of persons

Team
Transfer

Internal
Job
Posting

615

518

224

59

Total

Key#

Open#

Job

Task#

Professional Role

Experience#
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Recruitment Pipeline
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Development and Recruitment of Future Talent
Intern Flagship
Each year, we hire interns and provide them with the opportunity

Industry-Academia Cooperation with Graduate Schools

Recruitment of Outstanding New Hires

NC West Holdings

time, which in turn, allows us to build a pool of talent that we can im

breadth of the creativity they produce is only made possible with the

NC is willing to invest in any opportunity
to recruit brilliant talent.
We are building a broad talent recruitment
pipeline by job category and position that
spans internships, industry-academia
cooperation and the recruitment of entry-level and experienced employees in
consideration of the inherent characterisals to bring their diverse competence and
experience to collaborate and complete
given projects.

With this belief in mind, they recruit potential employees from wider

culture, the recruitment process of NC West and its subsidiaries fo
ented people can join us.

Recruiting Industry Professionals

Total number of employees at the end
of 2020 against the end of 2017
hopeful new developers and provided them with feedback on their
Annual average ratio of female new hires
rose from 33.2% in 2017 to 35.2% in 2020
ternal talent recommendation system that provides awards to those
who made the recommendations.
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Developing Diverse and
Inclusive Content

Unpredictable diversity is one of the many

Culturalization

User Preferences

this expansive divide in their diverse preferences is precisely where we earn our
edge in positive user response. We are
ing diversity and inclusion into the functionality and design of our content, and

the content and services we deliver.

We continue to research and develop characters that cater to the di
verse preferences of our users.

Defining Culturalization

verse data components.

diversity and inclusion from the functional and aesthetical aspects.

Furthermore, we do our best to stay up to date and current with the
latest cultural trends, traditional social norms, and historical and

Overview of NC
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QA Activity from the Diversity/Inclusion
Perspective

ArenaNet, LLC.

precedents and social issues. When it comes to fundamental issues,

characters.

relevant checklist of data, and share feedback with the development
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Asian Cultural Council
The Asian Cultural Council works to represent the diverse cultural
viewpoints of the Asian and Asian American employees at ArenaNet.
The Council is open to all ArenaNet employees, and consisted of near

evant cases.
any problematic issues or representations of Asian culture within the
In launching games

Review based
on the checklist

On a regular basis

industry trends

Recognize and analyze issues
Consult with relevant organizations
and modify content
Perform additional
project-based reviews

Asian American users.
Diversity-Conscious Character Composition
: Guild Wars 2 - End of Dragons

Guild Wars 2

25
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Prevention of Hate Speech
and Offensive Language
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and inclusion within its content ecosystem.

language that could inhibit diversity and inclusion.
machine translations

Response to Respective Communication Areas

Grade
Grade 1

2021. This dictionary will be shared with developers to help them clear
Grade 2

Area

Chatbot
Words
spoken by
users

courses for new hires to improve awareness across the board.
hate speech

to determine its harmfulness

Spam
masking

by users
ated as spam

Response
generation
in chatbot
Sentences
chats
generated
by AI
Machine
translation

certainty

priate responses for intentionally biased input

tive connotations in certain countries

Grade 4
pearance, physical condition, job function, ability, academic

26
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Contribution to Community-Level
Diversity and Inclusion

“At NCSOFT, We Believe:
Human Decency is a Right
That Love is Love
Unity Will Always Triumph
Over Division”

NC West Holdings
vant hate crimes in line with its own set of NC values. As such, NC West

ArenaNet, LLC.
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A Reliable Global
Service Environment
Information System and Personal
Data Protection Management System
As a developer and publisher of online and mobile games
software, NC amasses and manages a vast volume of
personal data, in addition to owning information assets.
As such, we not only meet, but also exceed legal and regula
icy, organization, systems, institutions and training, and
communication aspects. This enables us to create the
most secure environment possible as we safeguard per
sonal data and information assets.

operational policies between NC and its subsidiaries and to prevent security breaches

Policy

Regulation

Performance

Organization

External
Communication

Governance

under preparation

Internalization

System

Institution
and Training

and Initiative

Overview of NC
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Building an Advanced
Security Environment
to Emerge as a Global
Business

curity environment to emerge as a global business. This
falls in line with our business strategies set in 2021, which
were to establish safety in launching games and services
on a global level, improve productivity of international
collaboration and remote work while advancing security
threat response systems, eliminate any security hazards
impeding business outcomes, and strengthen organiza

29
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Rapid worldwide growth in the number of games and services launched highlights
the importance for tighter security and safety standards to respond to an open environment that transcends regional boundaries. NC operates an information security
management system that spans all IT operations, and is establishing a global information security system to render greater safety in its customer services.

Dedicated Information Security Organization

Information Security Policy and System Audit

form their respective functions, while information assets are protect
ed in close collaboration with other relevant departments. As part of
operate a process in which we report major information security is

curity trends.

sonal data protection operations.

Information Security Regulations

tract and dispatched workers, and to each and every individual ac

data and further reinforce our information security.

Overview of NC
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Building an Advanced
Security Environment
to Emerge as a Global
Business
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Security Awareness Improvements

Security Breaches Prevention and Response

vided to both our subsidiaries in Korea and at our locations abroad.

to users.

events, and mock drills are also held to further elevate the information
ments collaborate to share information to enable prompt recovery
measures in the event of security breaches. For those events that

vestments, personnel and activities and hope this will work to further

reports with an aim to protect user data and ensure service security.

remove risk factors
Prevention

Detection
and Analysis

security breaches

trajectory of their occurrence

analysis and support recovery
Follow-up

system recovery

Overview of NC
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Establishing a Global
Personal Data Protection
Management System

We are assuming greater responsibility for personal data protection against the backdrop of rapidly shifting internal/external environments. These include but are not limited to our business
growth and the extension of our global service scope, the preannouncement of the amended
Personal Information Protection Act, and the amendment of the three major data privacy laws.
Notably, the global advancement of our major game services highlights the need to establish an
international member management system.

NC sets its personal data protection vision of ‘Priva
cy Best Practices in the Games Industry’ in 2021, and
has implemented the strategic tasks of building a pri
vacy risk prevention system, preparing for global pri
vacy compliance, and developing a secure customer
data use system. This ensures that our personal data
protection management system is operated in ac
cordance with applicable laws and regulations.
By doing so, we aim to assist and enable the delivery
of our global platform services.

Dedicated Personal Data Protection
Organization

Guarantee of the Right to Informational
Self-Determination

of the Privacy Protection Policy Team and the Privacy Protection Op

personal data to secure their continued service use.
When we provide collected personal data to vendors, we do so only

as the secretary, decides on critical issues, such as personal data

formation Protection Act. Personal data, such as credit card infor

Personal Data Protection Policy
sonal data or suspend or terminate a membership.
services. We only collect essential personal data, solely use it for its
ties. Also, personal information is immediately disposed once it has

Overview of NC
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Establishing a Global
Personal Data Protection
Management System
Raising Awareness of Employees Handling Personal Data

Technical Measures for Personal Data Protection
to detect and block malicious codes in real time.

conducted at least once a week to respond to

5. Password creation rules have been developed
and are operated for users to set secure pass

Launching Preparation Process
and access history is continually monitored.
reviews items related to personal data protection.

data to be collected
al data and their host countries

Interim Review

Final Review

of domestic personal data

domestic personal data

personal data protection

a period of four or more hours, their system
access is blocked automatically to prevent

Overview of NC
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Personal Data Impact Assessment for
Game Services

Personal Data Protection Review along the
Supply Chain

users, we conduct preliminary personal data impact assessments
use a checklist to make such assessments, and measures are taken
to rectify issues in need of improvement as a result of such assess

checklist has been also developed to review their personal data pro

will be performed in 2021 on those vendors who only partially re

Process review
collection process
impact assessments when personal data
is collected and used
Provision of protection
ment outcomes

assessment outcomes

Overall outcome

result of measures taken

Overview of NC
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Leading Technology Development
and Ethical Values
NC AI Ethics Framework
ensure that user data is protected and that no social bias is generated in developing AI technology, and that we design our
AI technology in an easily understandable manner. This reasoning lies at the core of our NCSOFT AI Ethics Framework, and
will be built into our technology development and operational process.

Core Values

Data Privacy

Unbiased

Transparency

User privacy should be respected and all
personal data should be protected in both
its collection and its application.

The development and application of AI
technology should remain fair and free
from any prejudices or biases.

AI technology should be easy to understand
and should be able to explain the process of
decisions that led it to its outcome.

We comply with all applicable laws and
obligations and implement security
measures to protect the privacy of
personal data used in AI learning.

We eliminate biases in learning data and
continuously verify learning outcomes
to ensure that AI does not invoke
discrimination, hatefulness or prejudice.

We improve competencies to explain AI
process easier to understand, while
proactively working to share major relevant
information and technology.

Establish AI ethics practice guidelines for respective core values

Overview of NC

AI Service and
Technology
Development
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Our AI research was fully initiated in 2011, and our AI research organization consists of
We continue to broaden the scope of our AI research into baseball, entertainment and

UNIVERSE, AI Bringing You a Step Closer to Artists

delve into the information from past weather reports to eventually
artists.

operandi was to simply insert structured data, such as stock market

Overview of NC
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AI Service and
Technology
Development
Real-Time AI Translation Engine
on Cross Play Platform, PURPLE

VocGAN, NC’s Proprietary Neural
Vocoder Technology Delivering
Clearer and High-Fidelity AI Speech

Pushing the Boundary
of Digital Finance with a
Focus on AI

Broadcasting Speech
Synthesis Technology to Create
AI Sportscasters

NC established a joint venture with KB Securities

the speech style of sports commentators. This

synthesis of speech waveforms is critical in deter
from Korea to Taiwan and Japan to support Chi
nese and Japanese translations.

as well as daily conversations, and can seamlessly

led to the creation of our own neural vocoder tech

SPEECH 2020 hosted in October of that same year.

ment advice. We will further evolve this service into

Overview of NC
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Our Commitment to
Disseminating AI Ethics
AI Talent Development Program
NC Fellowship

Sponsorship for AI Ethics Research

ent and hold discussions on fresh perspectives
corporation, has continued to keep an eye on and

educational curricula.
respectively. The details of these talks are made
ucation curricula will be distributed in the interest

are provided with NC internship opportunities.

reference within international corporations, aca

tion to this end. The NC Cultural Foundation will
the public interest.

AI Framework Series

Overview of NC
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Creating
Opportunity
for Future
Generations
NC Cultural Foundation
The NC Cultural Foundation is engaged in
a broad array of initiatives with its eyes set
towards the creation of value for the qual
itative quantum leap of our society and for
the increased care for the socially under
privileged.
Its overarching commitment is to contrib
ute to bringing our society to a whole new
level.

ESG Appendix
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Space to Imagine Freely
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to enable children to engage in creative experiments and experience failure in a safe
environment. Children can direct their own projects and are able to conduct them in a

Boundaries
Projectory

Projectory Spaces Filled with Diverse Creativity

vides our future leaders with a third space, distinct from their daily
home or school environment, and provides them the opportunity

riences. There are no set curricula or lead teachers; rather, every
selves.
Projectory Spaces

Horizontal Relationships

opportunities, and partners with local afterschool care facilities to

Center, Projectory supported children in areas in the vicinity of these
atmosphere. This has created a distinctive Projectory culture that

These environments provide our youth with a wholesome environ
ment where they can openly embrace numerous ideas without bias
and fully present the details of their own ideas.

Projectory Members

Overview of NC
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Projectory, a Creative
Space to Imagine Freely
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Projectory allows children to follow their whim in trying out any new thing that interests and/or motivates them: regardless of size, form, or area of interest - the sky is
the limit for them in deciding upon the topic of their own self-directed project.

Boundaries
Delving into the Secrets of the Birds That
Share Our Urban Spaces

Making a Movie Together
- From Planning to Filming Stages
Member C had the idea to produce a movie with multiple people, so

which was hosted at the Projectory site.

complete the project.

Member B

Projectory Activity 1

A Projectory Crew and Member

Projectory Activity 2

Overview of NC
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AAC

Children’s
Books

MIT Special
Science Program

The NC Cultural Foundation has continued to

issues and learn to cherish the value of diversity.
tion has implemented the AAC initiative to help
people with special communication needs deal

donated to more than 500 nationwide public li
familiar daily phenomena.

selves and to improve awareness on such com

went to support children with disabilities.
The NC Cultural Foundation will endeavor to sup
port a society that is cooperative, harmonious

AAC Activity

AAC empowers people with disabilities to commu
nicate and interact with others more conveniently

foster care institutions operated by the Sisters of
Mary, where children not only developed a keen

· My AAC Application
The NC Cultural Foundation developed the My AAC smartphone application, as a universally accessible

they consider possible for themselves.

others. My AAC provides more than 1,000 vocabulary entries and allows users to add their own symbols to

Cumulative down
loads made

117,059
downloads

We had just one student who was able to speak
sentiment. The My AAC application, however,
press themselves, make presentations, and this
surely boosted the overall atmosphere.

Sponsorship for AAC Societies and Communities

Overview of NC
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Governance
Corporate Governance Principles

Operation of the BOD

posed and structured in a way to make the best and
it to contribute to the enjoyment of all. Our man

strate their commitment to their respective work.

and interests of shareholders and stakeholders.
Continuous improvements are also made in operat
Composition of the BOD
Director

they can only assume a position at one other com
pany aside from NC.

Independence of the BOD

Name
Kim

Other

Credentials and Diversity of the BOD

Park

Hoon
Hyeon

cides on major business issues and supervises our

Cho

arately to make decisions and conduct business
respectively, and the major business operations

Outside

Hyun

Gender Responsibility Also Serving as
Male

General

President,

Male

ment of Mathematical
Sciences, Seoul Nation
al University

Male

Mar. 29, 2024

Mar. 28, 2022

Mar. 28, 2022

of Business, Hawaii

Male

Male

NCSOFT

Tenure

Law, risk man

Law Firm Class

Mar. 29, 2024

directors and is operated in a way that ensures its
Baek

able decisions.

Choie

Male

Female

CEO,

ment of Mathematics,
POSTECH

Mar. 28, 2022

Overview of NC
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Director Appointment Process
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Governance

Support for BOD Operations

Remuneration of Directors
The remuneration limit of directors is set within

outside directors so that they are able to more
and other objective performance indicators.
tees, and separate presentations are provided on
Outside Director Appointment Process

Outside Director Candidate Nomination Criteria
Criteria

Description

outside directors with the information and re
sources necessary to perform their work.

Remuneration for Registered
Directors in 2020
Total
No. of
Remu- Remuneration
Persons neration
per Person

Director

2
Outside director

18,906

2

Make decisions independent of the

156

Company and related parties

the Company and add to the compe
Nominate candidates

General

Performance Appraisals for Outsider Directors

Sincerity

NC reviews the performance of outside directors to

Objectivity

the tenure termination of outside directors, com
prehensive reviews are made of their attendance at

of all stakeholders in an impartial
manner

Appointment

Ethical
responsibility

Audit

operations and deliberate and decide on

Outside

ateness of their advice and various other contribu
responsible work ethic

Responsibility

mendation

well as economic, environmental, social and
other considerations
candidates and set appointment principles

Compen
sation

or nationality

employee compensation

Ratio of
Outside
Directors
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Ethics Management
Code of Ethics

Compliance and Ethics
Management Organization

Internal/External Whistleblowing Policy and Whistleblower Protection

NC ensures that its employees comply with the

the prevention of hate and workplace harassment.

for practical reasons

on overall business operations and on information

Prohibition of
disadvantage
Others

Article 1

Purpose

Article 2 Protection of customers and others
Compliance with laws and internal

Ethics and Anti-Corruption Audits
audits

Article 4

· External – Clean Report Center

Regular

Article 6

employees

Year-round

Confidentiality and information security

audits

part of NC employees. Sanctions, process improve
ments and other necessary measures are taken

Article 8 Protection of corporate assets
of company credit cards, etc.

Article 9
Article 10

Ad-hoc
business conduct

audits

Article 11 Prevention of conflicts of interest
Article 12 Public relations for media and others

This internal channel collects reports on corruptive

dit the appropriateness of processes

Article 5 Work ethics

Code of Ethics and any other internal

· Internal – NC TONG

ideas from our employees. Grievances or complaints
are shared with relevant departments, which then
provide their feedback, and reports on corruptive
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Improving Employees’ Ethics Awareness

Anti-Corruption Policy Support

· Training on
Ethics Regulations

· Partner Selection
and Management

· Company-Wide
Compliance Training

New recruits are trained on the fundamental eth

· Operation of an Integrated
Procurement System

To build sustainability into our supply chain, we make
fairness of its procurement process. As part of such

Our service contract also includes provisions on
data on partner information and history in 2019. This
Training Provided
Target New Hire
Major
con
tent

tions fundamentally crit ulations fundamen
new leaders
6 per year

Cycle

the process of contract conclusion and implementa
Newly-appointed
Team Leader

for any employees

portunity to more potential partners.
of workplace harassment, information security and
other topics.
Legally Mandatory Training Provided
Program
harassment

Target

Completion

on our internal website to help employees better un
derstand our procurement process and use the pro
curement system with ease.

All
employees

ceptions on disability
Employees who
handle personal
data

than 1 hour

Internal Training Provided
Program

partments.

Prevention of work
place harassment

Target
All leaders

Completion
Annual

All employees
Use of open source
licenses

Employees in
relevant job cate

Biennial

dition, we established a system to identify licenses from the software development phase and to abide
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Care for Employees
NC University
· Job Expertise Reinforcement and
Leadership Development

· Tailor-Made Training on the
Organizational/Job Category Level

· Company-Wide Data
Competency Training

· Leadership Training Program
We believe that the primary role of leaders is to
make individual employees feel valued within the

and skills as well as develop leadership skills re

1. Operate professional seminars to reinforce
208 sessions opened, and a total of 5,586 employ

cumulative basis in 2020
· Partnership with
Educational Institutions

Program Topics

2. Provide support for employees in the
formed with the Graduate School of Culture Tech

Game Art

professional seminars for them
Graduate School from 2021 onwards.

Global Business
Leadership

talent.

opinion leaders.
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Care for Employees

Fair Performance Appraisal
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Reasonable Compensation
NC operates a variety of systems to provide em

vate employees and improve their performance. This

development.

Anchor
Meeting

Individual
Performance
Appraisal

360-Degree
Feedback

· Anchor Meeting

line for individual performance assessments and to

reasonable processes in accordance with the decisions

total compensation.

· 360-Degree Feedback

· Executive Performance Appraisal

Variable Compensation
PI (Performance

build consensus to set the course for the work ahead.

· Individual Performance Appraisal
Annual individual performance assessments are made

opment in these areas as a result.

contributed to the development and

Launching Bonus

they wish to receive feedback from each year, and

ular employees and contract employees with the Com

and does not force us to artificially populate employee
performance into a curved ratio system. This helps mit

who will provide feedback. Employees themselves
the three formats of keyword feedback, summary
feedback and descriptive feedback.

made by the CEO.

(Development
PS

promote collaboration rather than competition.

operations to compensate for their part
of the overall performance

erence data in department relocation, individual
to eliminate seniori

5. We compensate our employees in proportion to the work they

under the calibration process.
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· Collection of Employee Feedback

Main Welfare Programs
Category

Care for Employees

Description

The survey results are used as reference data in
Library

multimedia to all employees

ture
Medical center

nurses and physical therapists
and vaccinations

employees.

Fitness

meal kits.
Medical plan

Named as the Best Workplace
in Korea for 2020

Welfare card

2020 by the Ministry of Employment and Labor. We
received positive evaluations for our contribution to
with associated banks for the residential stability of employees
Company

ble work hours, childcare support, and employment

Allow all employees to choose from a nationwide network of 45 condominiums and resorts

Convention hall

Others

Library

assistance and supplies

into our work culture.
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In-House Daycare Center Laughing Peanut
· Laughing Peanut

piness of children and their families leads to satisfaction at the workplace, and eventually trickle beyond NC
and into the world.

· Laughing Peanut Story Bringing
Joy to the Wider World
manifests when families feel cared about and enliv
empowers each member to become more interested
trates the actual feedback from our employees who

which we could not normally share at home, and sometimes, we

daycare facilities in 2022.

panies to think more seriously about the happiness
of their families they come home to. With this comes
a transformation across the whole of society that aids
in the necessary inclusion of female talent in the work
place as their childcare burdens are lessened.
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Care for Employees

Curriculum at Laughing Peanut
· Laughing Peanut’s IndependentlyDeveloped Curriculum

· Children Discussing
a Sustainable Future
our society to think carefully about environmental,
ethical and social issues as a way to develop math

velopment that takes the nature of children and
their environment into close consideration. This

them not only a happy child, but also a member of
society that furthers the directives of a sustainable
future.
the years ahead.

of assessments made by advisor professors and
continuous updates.

ment system was also independently developed

pollution of turtle habitats which spurred them on
to think more deeply about viable solutions to this
problem. This led to the production of videos and
to raise funds to protect turtle habitats. Children
made and sold lemonade to NC employees, and
donated the proceeds to the Worldwide Fund for

Turtle Project

52
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Workplace Safety

Workplace Health

· Occupational Health and Safety
Management System Development

· Physical Health Care

Care for Employees

Company-Wide COVID-19 Response System
· Improving Work Convenience and
Flexibility

ical therapists permanently stationed to help
employees prevent and treat musculoskeletal

decompression devices and other professional

ployees perform their work without disruption even

· Operating an In-House COVID-19
Response Website

· Occupational Health and Safety
We operate the Occupational Health and Safety
Committee composed of three members from labor

cific business conditions and individual work duties. For

Occupational Health and Safety Act, we have per
formed annual musculoskeletal risk surveys since
pandemic.

· Mental Health Care

Website Components

we provide them with trip accommodations and meal

· Operating Safe In-House Facilities

health and safety measures.

· Workplace Safety Improvement

house welfare facilities and amenities such as the food

virtual format, and more focus was placed on the
emotional stability of employees, methods for cop

· COVID-19 Response at Overseas Operations

Major Improvements
which makes it difficult to swiftly detect fires or other

to alleviate stress on their own and increase their

ed financial support in line with its shift to remote work.
NC Japan provided daily supplies to employees under
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Communication with Customers
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Communication
with Customers

ranging channels to broaden our brand communication activities. We aim to proactively
reach out to our customers in Korea and abroad through our fresh and comprehensive
branded content that illustrates NC’s distinctive corporate value and agenda.

Major Communication Channels

Communication Achievements

· Official Blog
social communication activities. Content that mani
Awards Granted in 2020
Organizer

Award

Korea Sympathy Content Awards 2020

Korea Sympathy Content Awards 2020

Korea Social Media Awards 2020

process is introduced, from concept art to charac

10th Korea SNS Awards 2020

6th SNS of the Year Awards 2020

NCSOFT Official Facebook
NCSOFT Official Youtube
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Local Community
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Local Community
Increasing Employment for
Underprivileged Workers

NC Dinos Volunteering in
Local Community

· Nurturing Multicultural Immigrant
Women to Become Baristas

The NC Cultural Foundation provides local underprivi

women. We provide those who wish to become pro

ty where our professional baseball team is based.

Sponsorship for the Development
of Game Culture

CSR Donations

with the Korea Mobile Game Association and the
ed a sponsor booth with an aim to broaden the mar
to raise awareness of these companies. This also

employees completed SCA Barista Skills Foundation
courses and received the intermediate certification.
and faculty members from small local schools to our

ideas to use to share immersive content technolo

· Financial Support for In-House Partners

perience sports culture and to disseminate a whole
some sports culture in the local community where
November of the same year.
Furthermore, we donated baseball supplies valued at

People with Disabilities

players and support the development of amateur
baseball.

External Support and Cooperation

Our Membership at Game Associations
Name
of Association

courts and other welfare facilities have been dis
continued in line with the shift to remote work, and
the concerned outsource service providers to help

Expenses

Korea Associ
ation of Game

· Support for Micro Enterprises

Corporations
Association

with disabilities. We operate the work instructor

Game Culture
Foundation

are franchise members of the nationwide NC Family

facilities to remove barriers in terms of mobility and
ture Association
of Korea

es. This was followed by continued measures to
provide additional support for these internet cafe
business activities

National Acade

and June 2020.
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Environmental Management
Dedicated Environmental
Organization

Environmental Investment
Planning and Implementation

· Company-Wide Decision-Making Body

To reduce our emission of air pollutants, we have re
at our

GHG Emission Activity
Management
to be completed in 2026, has embraced renewable

implementation in relation to environmental man

lower our environmental footprint, we will contin
ue to identify necessary improvements and make

sonable assurance for these data.

· Working-Level Organization
· Reduction of Energy Consumption and
GHG Emissions
We continue to identify necessary improvements
tive work scope.

nance and operation.

Working-Level Environmental Organization
Department

Management Scope

Environmental Investments Planned and Implemented in 2020
Investment Plan

Completion

sumption.

consumption

PH Center

cafeterias and other locations,
ny vehicles, etc.
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Reduction of Water Consumption

Waste Reduction

Even as we use relatively less water than other in

Given the inherent characteristics of our business,

Ecosystem Protection
Collaboration with ProtectedSeas

what they can eat. We will also replace our Uninter
of water in
to raise awareness on the protection of oceans. NC partners with ProtectedSeas to provide data necessary for

MPA Maps Providing at a Glance View of Global MPAs

Go to ProtectedSeas MPA
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ESG Appendix

Materiality Test

60
61

GRI Standards Index
SASB Index
Independent Assurance Statement
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Materiality Test
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Materiality Test
Materiality Test Process
Step. 1 | Topic Pool Creation for 2020

Step. 2 | Topic Analysis and Assessment

the ESG area
Internal
environmental
analysis
External
environmental
analysis

related to NC in 2020

Mapping between Material Topics and Reporting Standards

Materiality Test Results
100

1

Employees, partners

2

Employees, users

80

user satisfaction

Fair performance
appraisal and com
pensation

Talent recruitment and
Fair performance appraisal
and compensation

mation security
60
Ethics and fair trade

Employees

4

Talent recruitment
and support for

Employees

5

Social contribution

All stakeholders

Social contribution

40
efficiency

9

Environmental impact reduction

information security
All stakeholders

20
20

40

60

Social Concern

80

100
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Human Rights Management Declaration
Overview

1. Respect for the Human Rights of Employees

4. Respect for the Human Rights of Communities
course of our business conduct.

identity, faith or disability, etc.
child labor.

Human Rights Management Processes

and endeavor to create a safe and pleasant work environment.
2. Respect for the Human Rights of Users
local communities.
Boundary

faith or disability.

also abide by the principles set within this declaration to disseminate the

data we collect to prevent any leaks.
3. Respect for the Human Rights of Partners

Principles
dominance in our relationship with our partners, and strive to establish fair
employees, users, partners and members of local communities, and takes
prompt action in the event of any issue.

transaction relationships.

We will revise this declaration whenever deemed necessary in line with
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Our Policies in Relation to
Fair Trade Principles

62

Our Health and Safety Management
Guidelines

to provide a wholesome and safe work environment to all employees and es
and

principle of fair and free competition.

health and safety capabilities.
of NC employees, such incidents are immediately reported to the head of
the associated department or the audit department for further details.

duce risks to sincerely place prevention at the center of our occupa

Our Policies in Relation to Diversity & Inclusion

and cooperation of all employees.

NC employees do not discriminate or take any action that would disadvan
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GRI Standards Index
Standard

Disclosure

Description

Activities, brands, products, and services
Location of operations

th

Markets served

Sales

2018

2019

2020

15,299

15,259

22,424

Net income
Assets

28,820

Liabilities

4,601

6,825

24,219

25,026

2018

2019

2020

2,566

2,866

Total
Male
Female

1,091

1,196

Total

4,094

Male
By contract type

Female
Total
Male
Female

Supply chain

1,016

1,291
116
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Description

its supply chain

None

Precautionary principle or approach

None
Membership of associations

Our Membership at Game Associations on p55

Mechanisms for advice and concerns about ethics
Governance structure
Governance

economic, environmental, and social topics
its committees

None
Stakeholder

Communication Channels
Conference calls

Users
Employees

Null

nanowiki

Partners
Public service support activities
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Description

Key topics and concerns raised

24th

List of material topics

First publication in 2021
Annual

2016

65
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Description
Stakeholder

Item

2018

2019

2020

1,525,868

Economic Performance
2016

Partners
Employees

402,228
419,110
120,626

Local communities

Financial implications and other risks and opportunities

Market Presence 2016

community

2016

19,086
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Disclosure

Description
Operations assessed for risks related to corruption

Assessments made on all worksites

policies and procedures

Type of reports

Grievances and others

2018

2019

1,120

1,066

2018

2019

11

25

11

29

24

44

5

Confirmed incidents of corruption and actions taken

2020

5

Type of
of a second job
Other violations within the
Code of Ethics

2016

2020

1

5

15

19

11

2018

2019

2020

and monopoly practices

Korea
US

512

Japan
Taiwan
Others

1,682
2,901
242
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Description
2018

2019

2020

9.1

9.0

Total

1.8

services

1.8

None

Water and Effluents 2018
2018

Water withdrawal

Water withdrawal

2020
154,801

909

2018

Water consumption

2019
142,829

Water reused

5,059

690

2019

2020
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Description
Category (unit: tCO2

Emissions 2016

2

2018

2019

2020

Total
481.2

555.9
12,611.8

86.5

86.2

60.5

2018

2019

2020

GHG emissions intensity

Waste 2020

Environmental
Compliance 2016

64.2

65.1
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Description
2018

Employment 2016

Male

405

459

Female

199

249

2019

2020

262

186

Total
Turnover

2020

604

2018

New employee hires and employee turnover

2019

Total

188
2

By type
1

2018
Male

Parental leave

parental leave

Female

Employees who took
parental leave

Male

Employees who return to
work after parental leave
Employees who return to work
after parental leave and continue
to work

Female

2019

2020

998
226
45

22

18

46

42

Male

100

100

100

Female

100

100

100

91

91

Male
Female
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Disclosure

Description

Occupational Health
and Safety 2018
Occupational health services
Worker participation, consultation, and communication
on occupational health and safety
Not provided
Promotion of worker health
safety impacts directly linked by business relationships
2020

Workers covered by an occupational health and

4,618
Scope of application out of total employees

Category

Unit

Total work hours

No. of hours
No. of injured workers per every
No. of cases of work loss per
every 1 million hours worked

100

2018

2019

2020
8,462,000

0.06

0.08

0.05

0.29

0.40

0.24

Fatalities

No. of persons

Employees who sustained
occupational injuries

No. of persons

2

2

No. of cases of lost work

No. of cases

2

2
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Disclosure

Description

Total

Education 2016

2018

2019

85,611

90,061

25.2

24.6

29.1

26.5

21.5

2018

2019

2020

100

100

100

891,858

898,899

Male
Female

2020
19.4
18.4

16.1

NC University and others on p48

performance and career development reviews

Opportunity 2016

2018

2019

568

601

2020

2,869
50 and over

28

20.0
6.8

9.6

20
Total employees with disabilities

18

15

14
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Disclosure

Description
2020
118,101

Opportunity 2016

of women to men

None

reviews or impact assessments
Assessment 2016
procedures

ment and contract decisions.

ments of our business conduct on local communities. Given the inherent characteristics of the industry, none of our worksites pose an actual

Local Communities 2016

communications

Customer Privacy 2016
customer privacy and losses of customer data

Socioeconomic
Compliance 2016

social and economic area

Financial losses that incurred from such breaches

2018

2019

0

0

2020
0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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Unit

2018

No. of persons

58

No. of persons

1,664

No. of persons

50

No. of persons

142

No. of persons

666

No. of persons

146

2019

1,486
90

1,210
494

No. of persons

689

No. of persons

1,008

No. of persons

1,049

No. of persons
No. of persons

640

No. of persons

429

No. of persons

918

No. of persons
No. of persons

2020

204

1,622

840

152

410

242

868
418

980

862

650
1,185

184

No. of persons
No. of persons
No. of persons
No. of persons
No. of persons
No. of persons
No. of persons
Employees who received support to obtain

No. of persons

1,984
1,049

1,059

245
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SASB Index
Technology & Communication Sector – Software & IT Services Industry
Topic

Code

Accounting Metric

Status at NC

None

Environmental Footprint of

Water withdrawal on p68
Water consumption on p68
None

Number of users whose information is used for secondary purposes
None

None
None
None
None
None
None
standards

Business on p29

Not performed

Workforce

Behavior

None
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Independent Assurance
Statement
To Readers of 2020 NCSOFT Sustainability Report
KMR’s Approach

Introduction

the report was prepared in accordance with the SASB.
issue an assurance statement.

· Universal standards
system, and processes;

Scope and Standards
NCSOFT described its sustainability performance and activities in the

materiality, responsiveness and impact, and the reliability of the infor
Limitations and Recommendations
and information provided by NCSOFT to us as part of our review are pro
Assurance Team.

information provided.
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Conclusion and Opinion
Based on the document reviews and interviews, we had several discussions
sessed the reliability of economic, environmental, and social performance
version in order to make sure that our recommendations for improvement and

disclosed data is reliable. Any intentional error or misstatement is not noted

pacts as much as possible.

· Materiality

Competence and Independence

SOFT and did not provide any services to NCSOFT that could compromise
the independence of our work.

found any material topics left out in the process.

CEO
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